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DESIGN OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC ACCELERATOR FOR TURBULENT
HYDRODYNAMIC MIX STUDIES.

Allan R.Susoeff, RonaldS. Hawke, JasperJ. Morrison,Guy Dimontcand BruceA. Remington
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore CA

Abstract--An electromagnetic accelerator In the form of a mechanical structure which will contain the force resulting
linear electric motor (LEM) has been designed to achieve fromaccelerating a mass of up to 3kg to a maximum of about
controlled acceleration profiles of a carriage containing 3000go, where go is acceleration due to gravity. This phase
hydrodynamically unstable fluids for the Investigation of the will serve to familiarize personnel with the operating
development of turbulent mix. Key features of the design
Include: 1) Independent control of acceleration, deceleration and characteristics of the apparatus, e,_aluate diagnostic results
augmentation currents to provide a variety of acceleration-time and make necessary modifications. Phase 2 will take the

• profiles, 2) a robust support structure to minimize deflection LEM to the design limits imposed by the power supply, me-
and dampen vibration which could create artifacts In the data chanieal structure and an appropriate reaction mass under
intereHng with the Intended study and 3) a compliant, non- construction for this purpose.
arcing solid armature allowing optimum electrical contact.
Electromagp,_tk modeling codes were used to optimize the rail DESIGNPARAMETERSFORTHEAPPARATUS
and augmentation coil positions within the support structure
framework. Design of the driving armature and the dynamic A. Basic Requirements
electromagnetic braking system is based on results of
contemporary studies for non-arcing sliding contact of solid
armatures. A 0.6MJ electrolytic capacitor bank Is used for A fluid mass of about 0.7kg carried on a carriage module
energy storage to drive the LEM. This report will discuss a is accelerated vertically downward for distances up to I meter
LEM and armature design which will accelerate masses of up to long. Carriage module mass estimates, based on acceptable
3kg to t maximum of about 3000go, where go is acceleration due fluid cell wall deflection, have been made for accelerations of
to gravity, lOOgo, 750g o, and 3000go (see Fig.l. for low acceleration

profiles). We estimated the maximum total payload mass at
INTRODUCTION 3000g o tO be 3.0kg. The mechanical force acting on the

support structure is found from the product of mass and
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is conducting a acceleration:

project to investigate the development of turbulent mix
influenced by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in hydrodynam- F, = ma (1)
ically unstable systems [1]. An electromagnetic solid
armature accelerator in the form of a linear electric motor When the payload is 3kg, a force of 88kN (=20,0001bs) is
(LEM) has been designed to achieve controlled acceleration required to achieve an acceleration rate of 3000go. This force
profiles of a carriage containing various dissimilar density is used to calculate stress and deflection on the support
fluids. The information gathered from tests conducted on the structure and reaction forces transmitted to the floor. We

LEM will be used in support of studies of fluid instabilities calculated that an impulse (--6.0ms) launch acceleration up to
for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) [2],[3]. Quantitative 3000go over a distance of 10 cm will induce the highest
understanding of hydrodynamic instabilities is one of the key stress on the support structure. To accelerate, for example,
unsolved problems in ICF. Previous investigators have 3kg to lO00go requires a simple rail and driving armature
studied mix effects using various types of accelerators,
however, reliable control of the acceleration rate was difficult
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to attainwith[4]-[8].electricdrive the acceleration profiles are achieved ,-._ 750................ i....................................._ _......................................i
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circuit to conduct currents in the neighborhood of 240kA. installedoutside therail positions.
The rail current requirement drops to less than 50kA by The LEM components are fastened to a stiff, robust
adding augmentationcoils to the system, aluminum frame (Fig.4) designed to restrain mecimnical

deflections within 1251im (0.005inch) at maximum design
B. Capacitor Bank load condition. Vibrationof the carriageduringacceleration

could create artifacts which can interfere with the intended
A four module eleca'olytic capacitorbank is used for the studyof the Rayleigh-Taylorinstability. Our robuststructure

energy storage to drive the armature, brake and the mitigatesoperationalvibrationandmodulardesign allows for
augmentationcoils. Each module consists of 960, 1500gfd, additional damping measures to be taken if necessary. A
450 volt electrolytic capacitors. Maximum energy storage ninety degree field of view (see Fig.4a) throughoutthe travel
and currentper module is 150kJand 100kA. The modules of the carriagemoduleis neededfordiagnostics access.
are configured to drive the rails and augmentation coils
separately. A five conductor, four circuit, flat plate D. Augmentation Coils
transmission line transfers energy from the electrolytic
capacitorbankto the LEM. The circuits are shown as Fig.2. Electromagnetic modeling codes were used to find the
The bank will be configured to a pulse forming network,to "zerofield"locations of the railsandaugmentationcoils with
obtain a constant acceleration profile, after the impulse respectto each otherand the supportstructureframework[9].
testing is complete. Augmentationcoils have been designed for the impulse(short

time duration =6ms and short drive length -10cm) and
C. Linear electric motor (LEM) continuous drive (long time duration =60ms and =1.0 meter

long drive length)modesof operation.
Electrolytic toughpitchcopper alloy rails, shown in cross-

section through the directionof travelas Fig.3, are spaced E. Carriage module
10cm (4.0inch) apartand are parallel to better than 125pro
(0.005inch). Separatepairs of rails are used for acceleration A module is made up of a cell which acts as a base to
and braking. A taperedrampis incorporatedon bothends of mount the acceleration armature,dynamic brake and the
the rails to allow smooth mechanical transition of the guide system and apairof windows to view the action of the
armatureor brakecontact face. The armatureis to m_e non- fluids contained therein. Two module types arc shown
arcing sliding contactwith the rails. Augmentationcoils are schematically in Fig.5.
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Fig.2. Circuitdiagramforimpulse(a)andconstantacccleration(b). Arrowsindicatecurrentflowdirection.
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Fig.3. Schematic split-view cross-section of the LEM through the I
direction of travel. The design is symmetric. An acceleration rail in Approximate t
shown in (a). A deceleration rail is shown in (b). Geometry and location _ --- I
part location were guided by magnetic field modeling. A low of lmpul_ [1 [
modulus, non-magnetic material such as acetal can be used as a rail Case AccelerationJ_ _ 10 i E

Augmentation ]l !support by estimating the near zero force field acting on the rail. Coil []
'

1) Cell: The main structural element of the carriage Transmission
Carriage_._.__._ [ ] Line from

module is the cell, with a working fluid cavity of 7cm by 7cm ModuleS

by 14cm long. The size of the cavity was determined from / Capacitor Bank
modeling the expected instabilities for various candidate Approximate I..
fluids [10]. The other module components are atlached to location -
the cell. Mechanical forces created during acceleration and of Impulse

braking are reacted against the cell. A slot on one end of the Case Braking
cell allows transmission of a laser light sheet into the cell Augmentation

cavity, by way of an optically clear window, to illuminate the Coil ._
contents. Mechanical

2) Windows: Optically clear windows form two Backstop X

sides of the cell and access through the lair slot. Candidate
window materials include: polycarbonate, acrylic, fused \
quartz and sapphire. Material properties such as mass, LaserBeam _
strength, stiffness, optical quality, laser light attenuation and Turning
compatibility with the test fluids are considered for each case. Mirror \\ !

3) Guide shoes and track: We estimated the i
potential side loads to be less than 10 percent of the
acceleration loading. The guide shoes (see Fig.5) are a form
of cantilever leaf spring. They are designed to preload the (b)
cell to the expected maximum side loading and are fastened
to the cell restraining lateral motion and balloting. Materials Fig.4. Schematic layout of the LEM configured for an impulse test.
for the guide shoe and guide track are matched for low Tie bars, gussets, bracing and the aluminum skin are omitted for
coefficient of friction and good wear properties [11] Initially clarity. View (a) is looking down from the top showing the• diagnostics angle-of-view and (b) as seen in elevation. The
we are using nylon and acetal, augmentation coils can be mounted at any location along the length

of the l-beam support structure. Shear motions causing
F. Diagnostics misalignment of adjoining components are negated with steel dowel

pins installed at assembly. Bolts and screws are installed with disc

Radiography and shadowgraphs provide a record of springs to insure tensile loading and reduce the probability of
turbulent mix distribution. Two state-of-the-art dia_,mostic loosening from repeated electric pulsing.
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Fig.5 Carriagecell designsfor low and high goaccelerations. A side view of the "soft guideshoe" designfor accelerationsup to 750go (a).
An obliqueview of the 3000go'hard guideshoe" design Co)omitting thedynamicbrake,reactionflange andlaser window for¢Im'iw. The
alun_um "hard"shoeshave a low_ coefficient of frictionwith theguide track andarecomplex to fabricate.

techniques are used to characterize the fluid instabilities, the armature to the carriage cell module. This beam is
Laser induced fluorescence [12] records 2D images with high designed to deflect less than 251am (0.001inch) at the center

spatial resolution and particle imaging velocimetry [13], under full load.
[14] is used to make direct measurement of the fluid flow 1) Electrical parameters: The armature design
field from which the turbulent energy can be deduced, discussed in this report will drive a 2kg mass at 750go. Rail

current is 46kA. The magnetic force per unit length acting on

G. Armature/dynamic brake the armature leg (Fm) is found by dividing the mechanical

Testing conditions for the experiments require a nonarcing force found using (1) by the amount of rail separation (W)
sliding contact armature. Results of contemporary studies for which is 10cm (4.0 inch):
non-,_xcing sliding contact of solid armatures are used for the
design of the driving armature and the dynamic electric Fm= [Fa/w] (2)
braking system. We compared two methods of establishing
the proper initial mechanical conlact force: 1) using current For this case Fa = 14.7kN (=3310 lbs) and 1:' = 14.7kN/mm

density [15] and 2) current only [16]. Each armature (see (==840 lb/in). This value is used later to determine magnetic
Fig.6) is designed to conduct the current requirement needed loading stress and deflection in the armature. The solid phase
for each individual test and to remain compliant against the

rail during operation. The carriage module is brought to a t.=er
stop when electric energy is applied to activate the dynamic Access .
brake (essentially another armature) after commutation is s_ _
verified between the braking armature and the rail surfaces.

armature occurs maintaining the contact force required for
non-arcing sliding contact. The armature and dynamic brake
are electrically isolated from the fluid cell (see Fig.5a). The
brake is mounted on the opposite end of the cell. While a
small mass penalty is incurred from this design forces
generated during either acceleration or braking are applied in
compression against the cell requiring fasteners to only locate (=) (b)
parts. The armature legs are integrated with a cross beam Fig.6. Generaldesign of an armature(a)and brake (b). Geometry
(see Fig.5a) which also serves as a mounting bracket to attach anddimension arevaried forthe required current and action.



currentactionof thearmaturematerialis used to calculate the Bending (8) of a beamwith one end fixed andone end free is
requiredcross-sectionarea(At) using: found using[20]:

A. > [[12dt/0.33AIs]°.5 (3) 8 = [WaL3/3EI] (6)
Rearranging(6) to solve for length (L)

An action integral (.[I2d0for46kA currentwas calculated
to be 9.72 A2s. The action to melt (AIs) used for this L = [83EI/Wa]0.33 (7)
calculation is 1E17 A2secm"4[17]-[19] and is multiplied by
0.33 to give a safetyfactorfor loss of materialstrengthdue to The maximumstress (o) on this beam is foundby using [20]:
resistive heating during current transfer. At 46kA an
armaturecross-sectional area (A.) of at least17.7ram2 is o = [W. L/Z] (8)
needed. Currentdensity is -2.6 kA/mm2. Applying our
currentdensityat 46kA calculationto Barber'sJ-P curve [15] Rearranging(8) to solve for length(L):
gives a contact pressureof=30.0N/mm2. Dividing this value
by the requiredarea results in a mechanicalcontact force of L = [(fZ/W. ] (9)
531N (=1201bs). The secondmethod to apply force for non-
arcing sliding contact is the "g/A rule " used to 30kA by Solving the equations(7) and(9) simultaneouslyusing the
Marshall in homopolar generators [16]. The mechanical results from (4) and(5) gives an armaturelength of 24.7 mm
armaturecontactforces toconductthe requiredcurrentfor the (0.974 inch), a thickness (h) of 5.9 mm (0.231 inch) and an
46kA case is =453N (--I01 lbs) It is conservative to use the areaof 146 mm2. This areais morethanenough to satisfy the
higher contact force value for mechanical installation, action to melt.
Furtherrefinement of contactforce requirementsis expected 3) Magnetic deflection: Magnetic loading is
as we operatethis apparatusandgainexperience, uniform across the beam. The armatureleg is considered a

2) Mechanical requirements: Eacharmaturecontact beam fixed at one end andsimplysupportedat the other end.
leg is a cantilever leaf spring type design in which initial Deflection andstressarefoundusing[20]:
mechanical preload is obtained by deflecting the spring
(armatureleg) a specifieddistance. The leg of the armatureis
designed for a deflection (5) of =250_n (0.010inch). This _nax= [FmL3185EI] (10)
figure was arrived at from the ability to make the rails
parallel to within =125ttm (0.005inch). The minimum Omax= [FmL/SZ] (11)
required leg cross-section is determinedfromcalculation of
the actionproperties. Armaturewidthis arbitrarilychosen to
be I0 percent less than the width of the rails to insure full Resulting in values of _m_x= 1301azn(0.0011 inch) and
face contact side to side. In this case it is 9mm (0.36 inch). Omax= 215 MPa (31122 lb/in2).
Each leg has a rectangul.__rcross-section. The length and 4) Contact force: The sum of angles resulting from
thickness of the armature leg is determined by algebraic the mechanical and magnetic deflections establish the angular
manipulation of static case beam formulas [20],[21] knowing requirement (0) to keep tl_earmature face in close contact
the maximum allowable stress (a) on the armature leg, the with the rail during installation and operation (see Fig.7). As
required bending (_i)on the end of the leg and a given width the loading increases with the application of current the angle
(b). A safety factor is included by taking half the tensile closes to the rail. Initial mechanical contact deforms the very
strength for the armature alloy as maximum allowable stress end of the leg because of its lower modulus of elasticity
(a). When tensile strength for aluminum alloy 7075-T6 of relative to the rail.
502 MPa (730001b/in2) is used a is 251 MPa (36500 lb/in2 ).
The modulus of elasticity (E) of aluminum is 6.9 GPa (1.0E7
lb/inZ).

Section property equations are derived from the arbitrary Current Path
armature width. The moment of inertia (I) and section ,,,L _

modulus (Z) for a rectangle are found using [20]: _¢1 Armature Leg t
I = [bh3/12] (4) _,,,jm_ I __......./-

Z = [bh2/6] (5) 0 _ i i:i::Rail
i

Substituting the armature width, b = 9mm (0.36inch),
into (4) and (5):

I = 0.03h3 Fig.7. Armaturecontactface angle(0). Currentflow, indicated
Z = O.06h2 by the arrows,is intentionallyfed throughthecontactsurfaceat the

veryendof theleg.



5) Drag: The armature drag force, calculated from the scribed. The wide variety of mass and controlled acceleration
sum of the mechanical and magnetic loading forces using a rates will allow us to add to the fluid instabilities data base
static coefficient of friction of 0.2, is about 3 percent of the and check models for designing non-arcing sliding contacts at
armature driving force. The significance of this amount of velocities around 100m/s.
drag is yet to be determined.
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